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Abstrat.
We propose a nite strutural translation of possibly reursive π-alulus terms into Petri nets. This
is ahieved by using high-level nets together with an equivalene on markings in order to model entering
into reursive alls, whih do not need to be guarded. We view a omputing system as onsisting of a
main program (π-alulus term) together with proedure delarations (reursive denitions of π-alulus
identiers). The ontrol struture of these omponents is represented using disjoint high-level Petri nets,
one for the main program and one for eah of the proedure delarations. The program is exeuted one,
while eah proedure an be invoked several times (even onurrently), eah suh invoation being uniquely
identied by strutured tokens whih orrespond to the sequene of reursive alls along the exeution path
leading to that invoation.
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al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1. Introdution
In our previous paper [DKK06b℄, we devised a strutural way of translating terms from the nite frag-
ment of the π-alulus into nite Petri nets. This translation relies on a ombination of PBC (Petri Box
Calulus) [BDK99℄ and M-net (Modular nets) [BF+98, DK+03, DKR03℄ features and its result is a Petri
net whose semantis in terms of a labelled transition system is strongly bisimilar [Mil89℄, and often even
isomorphi, to that of the original π-term. The translation in [DKK06b℄ only onerned terms without the
mathing onstrut and reursion (as well as repliation). In this paper, we will show how to deal with
reursive denitions, and sketh how the mathing onstrut an be treated.
The standard way of inorporating reursion in a PBC-like framework is to rely on net renement and a
xpoint approah [BDK99℄. Though the resulting theoretial solution is elegant, it tends to exhibit some
drawbaks from a more pratial, or appliation-oriented, point of view. In partiular:
• the result is generally an innite net, making it unsuitable for diret simulation or model heking;
• the result is not always unique (though all the solutions have the same nite behaviours);
• there is a unique maximal solution, but it may even have a ontinuous innity of plaes; and
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• the minimal solutions are either nite or denumerably innite, but there may be a ontinuous innity of
them.
Moreover, in the π-alulus framework, suessive renements would generally need to apply (somewhat
arbitrary) alpha-onversions in order to keep the well-formedness of proess expressions, making xpoint
approah muh more ompliated.
Another approah to introduing reursion within Petri net theory is provided by reursive Petri nets [HaP00℄.
However, adopting suh an approah would lead to a formalism whih, in our view, would be diult to lift to
the high-level nets and to the spei framework needed to deal with reursive π-alulus terms (in partiular,
we do not see how one ould support ommuniations between dierent levels of reursion allowed by the
π-alulus). Moreover, the various kinds of ausality and onurreny semantis are not urrently available
in the reursive Petri net theory.
We therefore deided to use instead a simpler and more diret approah we already used in [DeK04℄ for a
nite representation of PBC reursions. A key idea behind the extended translation is to view a mobile system
speied in π-alulus as onsisting of a main program (π-alulus term) together with a number of proedure
delarations (reursive denitions of π-alulus identiers). We then represent the ontrol struture of the
main program and the proedures using disjoint high-level nets. The program is exeuted one, while eah
proedure an be invoked several times (even onurrently), eah suh invoation being uniquely identied
by strutured tokens whih orrespond to the sequene of reursive alls along the exeution path leading to
that invoation.
The paper is strutured in the following way. We shall rst reall the syntax and semantis of (indexed)
π-alulus agents, together with the ontext-based representation of π-alulus expressions. After that we
present the net algebra used in our translation. The semantis of this translation ombines the usual ring
rule with a marking equivalene relation modelling the ativation of the proesses. The main results, stating
the equivalene of the resulting Petri net model and the original π-alulus agent, are presented next. We
end the paper with a brief disussion on related works and diretions for future developments.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basi onepts of the π-alulus and high-level Petri nets.
This paper is based on the extended abstrat [DKK06℄ and, ompared to it, inludes a detailed elaboration
of the translation from proess algebra terms to Petri nets, supported by detailed examples, as well as proofs
of the main properties of this translation and missing details of some of the denitions.
2. The pi-alulus and its indexed operational semantis
We start by realling the syntax and semantis of the π-alulus [MPW92, Par01, CaS00a℄, assuming that
C is a ountably innite set of hannels (or hannel names, or simply1 names) ranged over by the rst few
lower ase Roman letters; and that X = {X1, . . . , Xm} is a nite set of proess variables, eah variable X ∈ X
having a nite arity nX . No other proess variables are allowed. The onrete syntax we use is given below,
where P denotes an agent (or π-expression).
ℓ ::= ab p ac p τ (output/input/internal prexes)
P ::= 0 p ℓ .P p P + P p P |P p (νc)P p X(a1, . . . , anX ) (agents)
The onstruts ac .P (input) and (νc)P (restrition) bind the name c in P , and we denote by fn(P ) the free
names of P . For eah proess variable X ∈ X, there is exatly one denition DX of the form
X(a1, . . . , anX )
df
= PX
where ai 6= aj for i 6= j. We assume that fn(PX) ⊆ {a1, . . . , anX}, so that the free names of PX are parameter
bound.
Note that we do not deal here with repliation, but this is aeptable from the expressiveness point of
view sine repliation an be implemented using reursive denitions. We prefer this framework sine the
`proedural' approah seems to be better suited for the translation to nets; moreover, with repliation it is
hard to desribe a syntati lass of nite-ontrol proesses whih an be treated by model heking tools.
In order to simplify the presentation we also dropped the `math' onstrution, but this will be onsidered
later, in setion 8.
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Note that using `names' is often better than `hannels' as only some hannel names are used as atual hannels.
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Tau
A ⊢ τ .P
τ
−−−→ A ⊢ P A ⊢ ac .P
ab
−−−→ A ∪ {b} ⊢ {b/c}P
In
Out
A ⊢ ab .P
ab
−−−→ A ⊢ P
A, c ⊢ P
ac
−−−→ A, c ⊢ P ′ a 6= c
A ⊢ (νc)P
ac
−−−→ A ∪ {c} ⊢ P ′
Open
Par
A ⊢ P
ℓ
−→ A′ ⊢ P ′
A ⊢ P |Q
ℓ
−→ A′ ⊢ P ′|Q
A, c ⊢ P
ℓ
−→ A′, c ⊢ P ′ c 6∈ ns(ℓ)
A ⊢ (νc)P
ℓ
−→ A′ ⊢ (νc)P ′
Res
Sum
A ⊢ P
ℓ
−→ A′ ⊢ P ′
A ⊢P+Q
ℓ
−→ A′ ⊢P ′
A ⊢ P
ac
−→ A′ ⊢ P ′ A ⊢ Q
ac
−→ A′′ ⊢ Q′
A ⊢ P |Q
τ
−→ A ⊢ (νc \A)(P ′|Q′)
Com
ProDef
A ⊢ {b1/a1, . . . , bnX /anX }P
ℓ
−→ A′ ⊢ P ′ X(a1, . . . , anX )
df
= P
A ⊢ X(b1, . . . , bnX )
ℓ
−→ A′ ⊢ P ′
Table 1. Operational semantis of π-alulus, where: ns(τ)
df
= ∅; ns(ab) = ns(ab)
df
= {a, b}; the notation A, c stands for the
disjoint union A⊎{c}; and (νc\A)P is P if c ∈ A and (νc)P otherwise. Symmetri versions of Sum, Par and Com are omitted.
Agents are dened up to the alpha-onversion, meaning that bound names may be onsistently renamed
avoiding potential lashes. Moreover, {b/c, . . .}P will denote the agent obtained from P by replaing all free
ourrenes of c by b, et, possibly after alpha-onverting P in order to avoid name lashes; for example
{b/c, f/a}ab .gb .X(d, c) = fe . ge .X(d, b) .
The semantial treatment of the π-alulus adopted in this paper is that expounded by Cattani and
Sewell [CaS00a, CaS00b℄, where the usual transition steps are augmented with an expliit information about
unrestrited names:
A ⊢ P
ℓ
−−−→ B ⊢ Q
where ℓ is a prex and A,B ⊂ C are nite sets of indexing hannel names suh that fn(P ) ⊆ A ⊆ B ⊇ fn(Q).
Its intuitive meaning is that
in a state where the names A may be known by agent P and by its environment, P an do ℓ to beome agent Q and the names
B may be known to Q and its environment.
As a result, Q may know more names than P , as an input ℓ = ab adds b whenever b /∈ A (intuitively, suh
a b is a new name ommuniated by the outside world  see the In rule in Table 1), and an output ℓ = ac
adds c whenever c /∈ A (intuitively, suh a c is a name restrited in P whih beomes a new known hannel
name in Q  see the Open rule in Table 1).
The (early) operational semantis rules for the indexed π-expressions are shown in Table 1 (in [CaS00a,
CaS00b℄, the `B ⊢' parts of the rules were left impliit). The omplete behaviour of an expression A ⊢ P ,
where fn(P ) ⊆ A, is then given by a labelled transition system derived using these rules, and denoted ltsA⊢P .
Note that for our purposes (as we are not interested in the minimality of the labelled transition system) it
is suient to dene ltsA⊢P as a potentially innite (both in depth and breadth) direted tree suh that: (i)
the root is labelled by ltsA⊢P , and (ii) for every node n labelled by ltsB⊢Q and a move
B ⊢ Q
ℓ
−−−→ C ⊢ R
where R is onsidered up to α-onversion, we reate a new node n′ labelled by C ⊢ R and add an ℓ-labelled
ar from n and n′.
As a running example, onsider an expression {a} ⊢ X(a) + τ . 0 with X dened by X(e)
df
= ec . ce . 0 +
(νd)(X(d)|de . 0). It admits, e.g., the following exeutions:
{a} ⊢ X(a) + τ . 0
τ
−→ {a} ⊢ (νd)((ad . 0)|0)
{a} ⊢ X(a) + τ . 0
τ
−→ {a} ⊢ 0 .
Given an indexed π-expression A ⊢ P , it is always possible to apply alpha-onversions to P and the proess
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denitions so that no hannel name used in proess P and the available proess denitions2 DX1 , . . ., DXm
is both free and bound, no suh hannel name generates more than one binding, and no bound name ours
in A. Suh an indexed π-expression will be alled well-formed. We x suh a well-formed A ⊢ P for the rest
of this paper.
Context-based representation. Before translating to nets, we give a term a presentation whih separates
its struture from the spei hannel names used to express what is visible from the outside and whih
names are (input, parameter or restrition) bound. This also involves separating the features related to
ontrol ow of the term from those related to name substitution and binding. For the resulting ontext
based representation we need two fresh ountably innite sets of restrited names R ranged over by the
upper ase Greek letters, and name holders H ranged over by the rst few lower ase Greek letters. A
ontext itself is a partial mapping ς : H→ C ⊎ R with a nite domain.
The aim is to represent an expression like {b, d} ⊢ ba . (νc)ac . cb . 0 as a ontext based expression P :ς, where
P
df
= βα .αγ . γβ . 0 is a restrition-free agent based solely on name holders and ς
df
= [β 7→ b, δ 7→ d, γ 7→ ∆ ]
is a ontext allowing their interpretation. In this partiular ase ς implies that:
(i) α is a name holder bound by an input prex (sine α is not in the domain of the ontext mapping though
it ours in P);
(ii) β and δ orrespond respetively to the known names b and d; and
(iii) γ is a name holder orresponding to the restrited name ∆, the preise identity of this restrited name
being irrelevant provided there is no name lashes.
Now, given our well-formed indexed expression A ⊢ P together with proess denitions DX1 , . . . , DXm , we
proeed as follows. For eah hannel name c ourring in the indexed expression or proess denitions, we
hoose a distint name holder αc. The bodies of P,DX1 , . . . , DXm are then transformed by rst deleting all the
instanes of the restrition operator, and then replaing eah ourrene of eah name by the orresponding
name holder, resulting in new holder-based terms: P ,DX1 , . . . ,DXm .
We then onstrut ontexts, ς, ς1, . . . , ςm. The ontext ς maps every αc used in the body of P for whih c
was restrition bound into a distint restrited hannel name ∆c, and every αc for whih c ∈ A into c. Eah
ςi simply maps every αc whih is restrition bound in the body of DXi into a distint ∆c. We nally obtain
a main expression H = P :[ς] and the modied denitions DX1 :[ς1], . . . ,DXm :[ςm], whih will be used as an
input to our translation into Petri nets.
For example, our running example an be rendered in the ontext-based sheme as: X(α) + τ . 0 : [α 7→ a]
with X(ǫ)
df
= ǫγ . γǫ . 0 + (X(δ)|δǫ . 0) : [δ 7→ ∆].
3. An algebra of nets
The development of our Petri net model, alled rp-nets, has been inspired by the box algebra [BDK99,
BF+98, DK+03℄ and by the p-net algebra used in [DKK06b℄ to model the nite fragment of π-alulus. In
partiular, we shall use oloured tokens and read-ars (allowing any number of transitions to simultaneously
hek for the presene of a resoure stored in a plae [ChH93℄). Transitions in rp-nets will have four dierent
kinds of labels:
• UV and UV (where U and V are net variables) to speify ommuniation with the external environment;
U is used to denote the hannel on whih information is read or sent, and V is used to denote the
transported information (a name); other net variables (u, v, r, s) will be introdued later, for the ar
annotations.
• τ to represent internal ations.
• rcv and snd to eet internal proess ommuniation.
• X(α1, . . . , αnX ) to identify hierarhial transitions supporting reursion and struturing (transitions of
this kind will be represented by gray retangles).
2
Reall that the format of eah suh denition is Xi(ai,1, . . . , ai,nXi
)
df
= PXi .
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snd
i
σ.a
α
σ.b
β γ
τ
σe
rcv
i
s.u
r.u
r.us.u
s.v s.v
s
s
r
r
r.v
s
s
r
r
r.v
(a)
σ
UV
σ.ω∆
β
σ.a
α
e.N
a.a.K
ω∆.R
. . .
T
s.u
s.v
s
s
U.u.K
v.R
V.N
V.v.K
(b)
UV
σ
σ.ω∆
β
σ.a
α
a.a.K
e.ω∆.K
. . .
T
s.u
s.v
s
s
U.u.K
v.R
V.N
V.v.K
(c)
Fig. 1. Holder plaes and read ars (a), and the usage of the tag-plae (b, c).
A key idea behind our translation of a ontext-based expression using a set of proess denitions is to
view this system as onsisting of a main program together with a number of proedure delarations. We then
represent the ontrol struture of the main program and the proedures using disjoint unmarked nets, one for
the main program and one for eah of the proedure delarations. The program is exeuted one, while eah
proedure an be invoked several times (even onurrently), eah suh invoation being uniquely identied
by strutured tokens whih orrespond to the sequene of reursive alls along the exeution path leading
to that invoation; that this sequene is suient to identify an invoation will follow from the fat that a
given hierarhial transition may be ativated many times, but eah time with a dierent sequene (see the
proof of Theorem 6.1). With this in mind, we will use the notion of a trail σ to denote a nite (possibly
empty) sequene of hierarhial transitions of an rp-net. (Not all suh sequenes are relevant, as an been
seen again by inspeting the proof of Theorem 6.1.) The plaes of the nets whih are responsible for ontrol
ow will arry tokens whih are simply trails.
3
(The empty trail will be treated as the usual `blak' token.)
Proedure invoation is then possible if eah of the input plaes of a hierarhial transition t labelled with
X(. . .) ontains the same trail token σ, and it results in removing these tokens and inserting a new token σt
in eah initial (entry) plae of the net orresponding to the denition of X . Intuitively, when marked with
a single token eah, the entry (resp. exit) plaes of an rp-net form its initial (resp. terminal) ontrol state.
They will also play a key role in net omposition.
Trailed hannels and holder plaes. Plaes in rp-nets are labelled in ways reeting their intended role.
Those used to model ontrol ow are labelled by their status symbols (internal plaes by i, and interfae
plaes by e and x, for entry and exit, respetively), and the tokens they arry are simply the trails σ. Another
kind of plaes, alled holder plaes, arry strutured tokens representing hannel names used by dierent
proedure invoations. Eah suh token, alled a trailed hannel, is of the form σ.ξ where σ is a trail and ξ
is a known hannel name a ∈ C, or a restrited hannel name ω∆ (ω is a trail and ∆ ∈ R). Intuitively, its
rst part, σ, identies the invoation in whih the token is used, while the seond part, a or ω∆, provides
its value. In other words, the ω in ω∆ indiates the invoation with whih the restrited hannel name ω∆
is assoiated. In the diagrams, holder plaes are labelled by the elements of H and have thik borders. (A
third kind of plaes will be introdued later on.)
Referring to gure 1(a), a holder plae an be aessed by direted ars, whih an deposit or remove tokens,
3
The notion of a trail, whih had originally been developed for translating reursive π-alulus terms, was also applied to
another proess algebra in [DKK06a℄.
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as well as by read ars (drawn as thik undireted edges), whih test for the presene of spei tokens. This
net may be seen as a fragment (after some evolution) of the translation of a ontext-based proess denition,
Y (α, β)
df
= (αβ . . . |αγ . . .) : [ ], where the name holders α, β and γ are represented by the orresponding
holder plaes. The depited proedure invoation has been ativated by the trail σ, and two trailed hannels,
σ.a and σ.b, have been inserted as atual parameters into the holder plaes labelled by α and β, respetively.
On the other hand, the γ-labelled holder plae, orresponding to an input bound name, remains empty until
a ommuniation or input ation inserts a trailed hannel into it.
Control ow plaes are onneted using direted ars, labelled with trail variables, s or r, while the holder
plaes are onneted using direted ars and read ars labelled with strutured annotations, like s.u, with
two variables diretly mathing the type of tokens allowed in holder plaes. To interpret ars annotations,
we use bindings ♭ assigning onrete values to the variables ourring there, as well as those appearing in
transition labels. In our setting, ♭(s) and ♭(r) return trails, ♭(u) and ♭(v) return hannels (or trailing restrited
hannels), whereas ♭(U) and ♭(V ) return hannel names. As usual in high-level Petri nets, bindings will yield
tokens transferred/tested along ars adjaent to exeuted transitions as well as the visible labels of the latter.
For the net depited in gure 1(a), the rcv -labelled transition is enabled if the right entry plae ontains a
trail (in our ase, σ) and the α-labelled plae ontains a trailed hannel with preisely the same `trail' part (in
our ase, σ.a). More formally, there must be a binding ♭ suh that ♭(r) evaluates to σ and ♭(r.u)
df
= ♭(r).♭(u)
evaluates to σ.a. Indeed, suh a binding an be onstruted, by setting ♭(r) = σ and ♭(u) = a. The ring of
the rcv -labelled transition transforms the urrent marking in the following way: σ is removed from the right
entry plae and deposited in the right internal plae, the token in the α-labelled plae is left unhanged,
and a trailed hannel ♭(r.v) (e.g., σ.e or σ.b, depending on the hoie of the binding whih in this ase is
not unique) is inserted into the γ-labelled holder plae. Similarly, the ring of the snd -labelled transition is
also possible and results in a transfer of the trail σ from the left entry plae to the left internal plae. Now,
if we look at the ring of the τ -labelled transition, whih orresponds to the fusion of the two transitions
onsidered previously, the binding with ♭(v) = e is inonsistent with the only binding option for v (i.e.,
♭(v) = b), and so a unique internal ommuniation is possible through whih the γ-labelled holder plae
aquires the trailed hannel σ.b.
Tag-plaes. The third, and last, kind of node in a rp-net is a speial holder plae, alled the tag-plae,
whih is always present and unique; it is T-labelled and indiated in the diagrams by a double border. The
tokens, alled bookkeeping tokens, stored in this plae are strutured by being tagged with a member of the
set T
df
= {K,N,R}. The rst tag, K, will be used to indiate the known names (initially, those in ς(H) ∩ C).
The seond tag, N, will be used to indiate the new, yet unknown names (initially, those in C \ ς(H)), and
the third tag, R, will be used to indiate the restrited names.
The rst ase is slightly more ompliated than the remaining two. A restrited hannel name ω∆ may
be present with dierent preeding trails σ in holder plaes, due to internal ommuniations.4 Now, if the
restrition has been opened, ω∆ should beome a newly known name c, but it is not possible to replae ω∆ by
c in all the relevant holder plaes without some global transformation of the net. Instead, we will indiate this
fat by inserting a bookkeeping token c.ω∆.K into the tag-plae, and then onsulting it whenever neessary
(i.e., whenever we need to establish whether a restrited hannel name has been opened and what is its atual
known value). Moreover, to keep the notation uniform, we shall use bookkeeping tokens a.a.K to denote all
those known names whih were never restrited. To summarise, a bookkeeping token in the tag-plae may
be of the forms:
• a.N meaning that a is a new name.
• ω∆.R meaning that ∆ is a restrited name for the inarnation of its dening proess orresponding to
trail ω.
• a.a.K meaning that a is a known name (either a has always been known or a was initially new and then
beame known).
• a.ω∆.K meaning that the restrited ω∆ has beome known as a.
4
More preisely, we may have various ω∆'s in various holder plaes with the same trail σ due to internal ommuniations, or
with dierent σ's due to parameter passing.
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The ars adjaent to the tag-plae (both direted and read ones) are labelled with annotations whih are
evaluated through bindings so that the tags are left intat; e.g., ♭(V.N)
df
= ♭(V ).N and ♭(U.u.K)
df
= ♭(U).♭(u).K.
To explain the way a tag-plae is used, we onsider an rp-net fragment in gure 1(b), where the (irrelevant)
labels of the two ontrol ow plaes have been omitted. The marking in the tag-plae indiates that ω∆ is a
restrited name in the inarnation of some proedure denition identied by ω. Moreover, e is a new unknown
name, and a is a known one. The transition is enabled with the binding ♭(u) = ♭(U) = a, ♭(v) = ω∆, ♭(V ) = e
and ♭(s) = σ. Its ring produes the visible ation ♭(UV )
df
= ♭(U)♭(V ) = ae and leads to the marking in
gure 1(). This ring illustrates how a restrited name beomes known (whih is represented by the insertion
of the bookkeeping token e.ω∆.K in the tag-plae), and orresponds to the Open rule in Table 1.
3.1. rp-nets
The nets used in this paper are omposable high-level nets with read ars.
Denition 3.1. An (unmarked) rp-net, is a triple N = (Sf ⊎ Sh, T, ι), where: Sf and Sh are nite disjoint
sets of, respetively, ontrol-ow and holder plaes ; T is a nite set of transitions disjoint from Sf and Sh;
and ι is an annotation funtion dened for the plaes, transitions, and direted or undireted ars between
plaes and transitions. More preisely, we onsider the set of direted ars ((Sf ∪Sh)×T )∪ (T × (Sf ∪Sh))
and undireted ars {{s, t} | s ∈ (Sf ∪ Sh) ∧ t ∈ T }. Moreover, those ars for whih the annotation funtion
ι returns the empty set are treated as non-existent and are not shown in the diagrams.
It is assumed that the following holds:
• For every s in Sf , ι(s) is a pair (λ,D), where λ ∈ {e, i, x} is a label giving the status of the plae (entry,
internal or exit, respetively), determining its role during the appliation of omposition operators. The
seond omponent, D, is the type set of s, meaning that s an only ontain tokens from the set D. In
this ase, D = {σ | σ is a trail}, meaning that s an only ontain the trails, i.e., ontrol ow tokens.
In what follows, we denote by
◦N and N◦, respetively, the sets of entry plaes and exit plaes of N
(forming the entry and exit interfaes of the rp-net).
• For every s in Sh, ι(s) is a pair (λ,D), where λ is a label (T or a name holder from H), and D is as above
the type set of s, meaning that s an only ontain tokens from the set D.
For T, D = {a.N, ω∆.R, a.a.K, a.ω∆.K | a ∈ C,∆ ∈ R, ω is a trail}; otherwise, D = {a, ω∆ | a ∈ C,∆ ∈
R, ω is a trail}.
At most one holder plae with a given label λ is allowed to be present in N .
• For every t in T , ι(t) is a label  a term with variables  representing what is visible from outside when
the transition res (onrete labels will be introdued later on). Two examples of transition labels are a
onstant τ , and a term UV with variables U and V . Intuitively, a transition label an be thought of as
a funtion from variable bindings to π-alulus prexes.
• For every ar A, either undireted (A = {s, t}) or direted from a plae to a transition (A = (s, t)) or
from a transition to a plae (A = (t, s)), ι(A) is an annotation whih is a set of terms with variables
(onrete annotations will be introdued later on). Two examples of terms used in ar annotations are a
variable s, and a pair of variables s.v.
3.2. Composing rp-nets
The operators we shall use to ombine rp-nets an be seen as suitably adapted instanes of those dened
within PBC and its various extensions [BDK99, DK+03℄. In partiular, the way in whih the holder plaes
are handled when omposing nets is diretly inspired by the asynhronous ommuniation onstrut of
APBC [DK+03℄.
The rp-net omposition operators that we need are prexing, N.N ′, hoie, N + N ′, parallel omposition,
N |N ′, and soping, sco(N). The rst three operators merge the tag-plaes, as well as the orresponding holder
plaes (i.e., labelled by the same name holder). This orresponds to the asynhronous links used in [DK+03℄,
and will allow one to mimi the standard rewriting mehanism of the π-alulus. For two operand nets, their
transitions and ontrol ow plaes are made disjoint before applying a omposition operator in order to allow
to properly handle the ases when, for example, N = N ′.
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In the hoie omposition, similar to the hoie operation in the box algebra [BDK99℄, the entry and exit
plaes of N and N ′ are ombined through a Cartesian produt together. This has the following eet: if we
start from a situation where eah entry plae ontains a opy of a ommon token σ, then either N or N ′ an
be exeuted, mimiking the Sum rule and its symmetri ounterpart.
The prexing operator ombines the exit plae (it will always be unique) of the prex N with the entry plaes
of N ′ into internal plaes, and the eet is that the exeution of N after reahing the terminal marking,
where the only exit plae is marked, is followed by that of N ′. Suh a behaviour mimis the Tau, In and
Out rules.
The parallel omposition of N and N ′ puts them side by side, allowing to exeute both parts in parallel, as
in the Par rule and its symmetri ounterpart.
Finally, the soping operation merges all pairs of transitions labelled rcv and snd , resulting in τ -labelled
transitions: the onnetivity of the new transition is the ombination of those of the omposed transitions
(this merging is illustrated in the middle of gure 1 and has an eet similar to that of the Com rule); and
then erases all the rcv - and snd -labelled transitions.
More formally, in the following, we assume that Ni = (S
f
i ⊎ S
h
i , Ti, ιi) (i = 1, 2) are two disjoint unmarked
rp-nets suh that, for any s1 ∈ S
h
1 and s2 ∈ S
h
2 , if ι1(s1) = (λ,D1) and ι2(s2) = (λ,D2), then D1 = D2, i.e.,
holder plaes labelled in the same way also have the same type sets. The operations to be dened next are
all illustrated in gure 2.
Prexing. N1 .N2 is dened if N1 has a unique e-plae and a unique x-plae (let us all the latter s1), and
is obtained through the following 3-steps proedure:
• N1 and N2 are put side by side.
• For every s2 ∈
◦N2, we reate a new plae s
′
2 with the status i and suh that eah ar A between si and
t ∈ Ti, for i ∈ {1, 2}, is replaed by an ar of the same kind (direted to or from, or undireted) and with
the same annotation, between s′2 and t. Then the only x-plae s1 of N1 and all the e-plaes of N2 are
deleted.
• Holder plaes with the same label and the same type are `merged' into a holder plae with the same
label and type, and with all the ars and annotations linking them to the transitions in N1 and N2 being
inherited by the new holder plae.
Note that one an assume that N1 has just one entry plae and one exit plae sine, for the purpose of
translating π-alulus terms, all the generality of the sequential omposition dened in [BDK99℄ is not
needed: the rst omponent of a prex is always an rp-net with one entry and one exit plae, as shown in
Figure 3.
Choie. N1 +N2 is obtained through the following proedure:
• N1 and N2 are put side by side.
• For every s1 ∈
◦N1 and every s2 ∈
◦N2, we reate a new plae s with the status e and suh that eah ar
A between si and t ∈ Ti, for i ∈ {1, 2}, is replaed by an ar of the same kind (direted to or from, or
undireted) and with the same annotation, between s and t.
Similarly, for every s1 ∈ N
◦
1 and every s2 ∈ N
◦
2 , we reate a new plae s with the status x and onnetivity
dened as above.
Then the e-plaes and x-plaes of N1 and N2 are deleted.
• The holder plaes with the same label are `merged' as in the prex ase.
Note that the above denition of the hoie onstrut is sound sine the base rp-nets that will be used in
the translation of π-alulus terms (shown in Figure 3) do not have ars inoming into the entry plaes, and
none of the net operations an introdue suh ars.
Parallel Composition. N1|N2 is obtained through the following proedure:
• N1 and N2 are put side by side.
• The holder plaes with the same label are `merged' as in the prex ase.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the various operators dened on rp-nets.
Soping. N = sco(N1) is obtained through the following proedure:
• For eah pair of transitions, t1, t2 ∈ T1 suh that one is labelled by snd and the other by rcv , we add a
new transition t with the label τ .
The annotations on the ars between t and a plae s are simply the unions of the annotations on the ars
of the same kind (direted to, direted from or read) between t1 and s, and between t2 and s. Note that
the annotations of the ars around a snd -labelled transition will always be disjoint from those around a
rcv -labelled transition, so that we never need more than a mere union.
• One removes all the transitions with the labels snd and rcv , together with the adjaent ars.
4. Translating ontext-based expressions into rp-nets
We now ome bak to our ontext-based expression H = P :[ς] and the proess denitions of the form
DX1 :[ς1], . . . ,DXm :[ςm]. The proposed rendering of H in terms of rp-nets is obtained in three phases. First,
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Fig. 3. The unmarked rp-nets for 0, τ , the proess all and the three kinds of prexes (the tag-plae is omitted when dison-
neted).
we ompositionally translate P and eah DXi into disjoint unmarked rp-nets K(P),K(DX1), . . . ,K(DXm).
The resulting nets are then ombined using parallel omposition and soping. Finally, using the ontexts
ς, ς1, . . . , ςm, we onstrut an initial marking, whih results in the target rp-net PN(H).
4.1. Phase I
The translation K(P), guided by the syntax tree of P , onsists in rst giving the translation for the basi
sub-terms (i.e., the basi proess 0, the proess alls, and the internal, input and output prexes) shown in
gure 3, and then applying rp-net operators following the syntax.
The translations of the basi proess 0 and the internal prex τ are very simple (they do not involve
any manipulation on names). The same is true of a proess all X(α1, . . . , αnX ), but the result employs a
hierarhial transition, whih will never re but rather ontribute to the marking equivalene.
Eah output prex αβ, for α 6= β, is translated into the rp-net K(αβ) whih may exhibit three kinds of
behaviours, orresponding to the ring, under some binding ♭, of three spei transitions:
• tk: known output. A known name ♭(V ) is sent through a hannel ♭(U). The atual values of U and V are
provided by the bookkeeping tokens present in the tag-plae mathing those in the holder plaes α and β,
aessed through u and v and preeded by a trail whih orresponds, thanks to the ommon annotation
s, to a token in the entry plae. This orresponds to the Out rule. That the ♭(U) and ♭(V ) are known is
determined by the presene in the tag-plae of bookkeeping tokens tagged with K.
• tn: new output. A new name ♭(V ) is sent through a known hannel ♭(U), for some trail token ♭(s) as
before. That ♭(v) and ♭(V ) are respetively restrited and new is determined by the presene in the tag-
plae of a bookkeeping token tagged with R for ♭(v), and a bookkeeping token tagged with N for ♭(V ).
After the ring of this transition, the restrited name represented by v beomes known; this is indiated
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by inserting a bookkeeping token of the form ♭(V.v.K) into the tag-plae whih now replaes ♭(v.R) and
♭(V.N). This orresponds to the Open rule.
• tc: ommuniating output. It is intended to synhronise with a orresponding ommuniation input in
order to provide the transfer of a name ♭(v) through the hannel ♭(u), be it known or restrited.
The speial ase of the output prex αα has a simpler translation, sine α may not be both known and
restrited, so that tn is irrelevant in this ase. Even though the α-labelled holder plae will never ontain
more than one token with the same trail part, it is not a problem to have two variables on the ars adjaent
to it sine these are read ars, and so transitions will be enabled by simply identifying s.u and s.v with the
same token in the α-labelled plae.
For an input prex αβ, when α 6= β, the translation is broadly the same as for the output prex (notie
also that prexes of the form αα are exluded by the well-formedness assumption). In partiular, the known,
new and ommuniating inputs should be interpreted in a similar way. Simply, ♭(r.v) is now inserted into β
instead of being tested for presene, tk orresponds to the rule In when b is already known (inluding the
ase of a previously restrited name), and tn to the same rule when b is new (it may not be restrited here).
Notie also that, for tk, while ♭(v) is known as ♭(V ), it is the possibly restrited original value ♭(v) whih
is written (together with the trailed token ♭(s)) into β, and not the orresponding known value for V . This
is important in order to allow subsequent synhronisations between rcv (with ♭(u)) oming from β and snd
(with ♭(u)) oming from another holder plae and ontaining a opy of the original token.
For the ompound sub-terms, we proeed ompositionally: K(P ′ op P ′′)
df
= K(P ′) op K(P ′′), where op ∈
{|,+, .}. There is however a simpliation whih may be applied to the above translation rule, whih amounts
to throwing away useless instanes of the translation for 0. One simply has to rst apply the following
simpliations: K(P |0) = K(0|P ) ; K(P ) and K(a.0) ; K(a) (notie that we already have that K(P +0) =
K(0+P ) = K(P ), up to the identities of entry and exit plaes). Finally, we add a holder plae for eah name
holder ourring in the domain of ς but not in P .
The translation of proess denitions proeeds similarly. Assuming that the denition DX is of the form
X(κX1 , . . . , κ
X
nX
)
df
= PX , we derive K(PX) following the sheme just desribed, and then add a holder plae
for eah name holder κXi in the domain of ςX whih does not our in PX .
4.2. Phase II
The various omponents are then onneted by onstruting the net sco
(
K(P)|K(DX1)| . . . |K(DXm)
)
. This
merges the various tag plaes and the pairs of snd - and rcv -labelled transitions, possibly from dierent
omponents. Note that the onstrution does not merge any other holder plaes as, due to the well-formedness
of A ⊢ P and the fat that all free hannel names in eah PX are parameter bound, the only ommon holder
plaes are the tag plaes. All the rcv - and snd -labelled transitions are erased after that.
4.3. Phase III
Having applied the parallel omposition and soping, we add the initial marking, leading to the full translation
PN(H), in the following way:
• An empty trail token • is inserted in eah entry plae of K(P).
• The trailed hannel •.ς(α) (in the diagrams represented as ς(α), • representing the empty trail) is inserted
into eah α-labelled holder plae, for α ∈ dom(ς).
• A trailed hannel ω.ωςi(α) is inserted into the α-labelled holder plae, and a bookkeeping token ωςi(α).R
is inserted into the tag-plae, for eah trail ω and α ∈ dom(ςi) (1 ≤ i ≤ m).
• A bookkeeping token a.a.K is inserted into the tag-plae, for eah a ∈ ς(H) ∩ C.
• A bookkeeping token e.N is inserted into the tag-plae, for eah e ∈ C \ ς(H).
• A bookkeeping token ∆.R is inserted into the tag-plae, for eah ∆ ∈ ς(H) ∩ R.
Figures 4-6 show the result of the proposed translation for our running example. To improve the readability
of the diagrams, we presented three omplementary views: the onnetivity of ontrol ow plaes is shown
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Fig. 4. The rp-net resulting from Phase III: ars adjaent to ontrol ow plaes.
in gure 4, of holder plaes in gure 5, and of the tag-plae in gure 6. Although the visual omplexity
of omplete rp-net might be onsidered high, we would make the following points: (i) the main usage of
the resulting net will be to provide an input to an automated veriation tool (suh as that desribed
in [KKN06℄); (ii) loally (i.e., around eah transition or plae) the net struture remains quite simple; and
(iii) simpler presentations or views may be given.
Moreover, gure 7 (top) shows the same marked rp-net where, for larity, all the ars adjaent to the tag-plae
and holder plaes are omitted and ar annotations have been shortened or omitted.
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Fig. 5. The rp-net resulting from Phase III: ars adjaent to holder plaes.
5. Firing rule and marking equivalene
To dene the semantis of the resulting rp-net PN(H), we need to introdue the ring rule for non-hierarhial
transitions, whih may use a ombination of annotated standard ars and read-ars, and a marking equiva-
lene orresponding to proedure alls
5
.
We shall assume that eah variable has an assoiated domain of possible values (in our ase, U, V ∈ C,
u, v ∈ C ∪ {ωΓ | ω is a trail,Γ ∈ R} and r, s ∈ {ω | ω is a trail}), and for eah transition t, if {u1, . . . , un}
denotes the variables ourring in the label of t and on the ars adjaent to t, we shall denote by ♭ a binding
assigning to eah variable ui a value in its domain. We shall only onsider legal bindings, i.e., suh that for
eah ar A between t and an adjaent plae s, if ~ is a term with variables in ι(A), the evaluation of ~ under
5
It ould also be possible to introdue a marking equivalene for proedure returns, but sine proedure alls are not prexes
but agents, nothing may happen after them and this would not add anything to the possible evolutions, hene to the semantis.
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Fig. 6. The rp-net resulting from Phase III: ars adjaent to the tag plae.
the binding ♭ (denoted ♭(~)) will deliver a value allowed in s. Moreover, the observed label of a transition
red under binding ♭ will be denoted by ♭(ι(t)).
A marking M of a rp-net N is a funtion assigning to eah plae s a multiset of tokens belonging to its
type. A marked rp-net will be denoted by (N,M). Below we use ⊕ and ⊖ to denote respetively multiset
sum and dierene. Moreover, if M and M′ are multisets over the same set of elements Z then M ≥ M′
will mean that M(z) ≥M′(z), for all z ∈ Z. We shall also denote by z ∈M the fat that M(z) > 0.
Let M be a marking of PN(H), t be any of its nonhierarhial transitions, and ♭ be a binding for t. Then
we denote by M♭t,in and M
♭
t,out the two markings suh that, for every plae s,
M♭t,in(s)
df
=
⊕
~∈ι((s,t))
{♭(~)} and M♭t,out(s)
df
=
⊕
~∈ι((t,s))
{♭(~)} .
A non-hierarhial transition t will be enabled (i.e., allowed to be red) under the binding ♭ and the marking
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M if, for every plae s ∈ Sf ∪ Sh, M(s) ≥ M♭t,in(s) and, moreover
6
, ♭(~) ∈ M(s) for every ~ ∈ ι({s, t}).
An enabled t may then be red, whih transforms the urrent marking M into a new marking M′ in suh
a way that, for eah plae s ∈ Sf ∪ Sh:
M′(s) = M(s)⊖M♭t,in(s)⊕M
♭
t,out(s) .
This will be denoted by (N,M)
♭(ι(t))
−−−→ (N,M′) and moves of this type will be used in the denition of labelled
transition systems generated by rp-nets.
It is possible to extend this denition to ope with onurreny features. For instane, a family of non-
hierarhial transitions t1, t2, . . . , tn (possibly with repetitions) is onurrently enabled under orresponding
bindings ♭1, ♭2, . . . , ♭n at the marking M if for every plae s ∈ S
f ∪ Sh, M(s) ≥
⊕n
i=1M
♭i
ti,in
(s) and,
moreover, ♭i(~) ∈ M(s) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and ~ ∈ ι({s, ti}). The family may then be red onurrently
under those bindings, whih transforms the urrent markingM into a new markingM′ in suh a way that,
for eah plae s ∈ Sf ∪ Sh:
M′(s) = M(s)⊖
n⊕
i=1
M♭iti,in(s)⊕
n⊕
i=1
M♭iti,out(s) .
We shall not elaborate further on this here sine, in this paper, our main goal is to exhibit the semantial
equivalene of our modelling with respet to the interleaving semantis of the π-alulus as expressed by
Table 1.
As already mentioned, hierarhial transitions do not re; instead, they drive a marking equivalene ≡
orresponding to proedure alls (this resembles to ertain extent the approah presented in [Kie90℄, and it
does not need any extension to ope with onurreny). This relation is dened as the smallest equivalene
suh that, for eah transition t labelled X(α1, . . . , αnX ) with a denition X(κ
X
1 , . . . , κ
X
nX
)
df
= PX :ςX , and for
eah trailed hannel σ.ξi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ nX), we have
M⊕Mσt ⊕M
σ.ξ
α ≡ M⊕M
σt
X ⊕M
σ.ξ
α ⊕M
σt.ξ
κ , (1)
where:
• Mσt is the marking with a trail σ in eah plae s suh that there is a direted ar from s to t (note that
hierarhial transitions are only onneted, through direted ars, to ontrol ow plaes), and nothing
else.
• MσtX is the marking with a trail σt in eah entry plae of K(PX), and nothing else.
• Mσ.ξα (andM
σt.ξ
κ ) is the marking with a trailed hannel σ.ξi (resp. σt.ξi) in the holder plae for αi (resp.
κi), for i = 1 . . . nX , and nothing else.
7
The omplete behaviour of the rp-net PN(H) is then given by a labelled transition system, denoted ltsPN(H),
derived using the above rules: the nodes of this system are ≡-equivalene lasses of net markings, and
(N, [M1]≡)
act
−−−→ (N, [M2]≡) i there are M
′
1 and M
′
2 suh that M1 ≡M
′
1
act
−−−→M′2 ≡M2.
For the running example, a double appliation of the rule (1) above leads, from the initial marking shown
in gure 7(a) to that in gure 7(b) (for larity, we omitted all the ars linking the transitions of the proess
denition part with the holder plaes). From there, the rightmost τ -transition may be red, with the binding
♭ = {r 7→ tz, s 7→ t, u 7→ t∆, v 7→ a}. The resulting marking is illustrated in gure 7(), where all the
ars linking the exeuted transition with the holder plaes are shown and, for larity, the other transitions
appearing in the part of the net orresponding to the proess denition have been left out.
6. Main results
The translation we just dened from nite π-alulus speiations to rp-nets always yields a nite stru-
ture, i.e., PN(H) is a net with nitely many plaes, transitions and ars; and more ruially, the proposed
6
Notie that this allows to have M(z)=1 and ~1,~2 ∈ ι({s, t}) with ♭(~1)=z=♭(~2).
7
It is important to stress that although we may have αi = αj for i 6= j, this will lead to a marking with one token in eah αi.
On the other hand, sine κi 6= κj for i 6= j, this will trivially be true also for eah κi.
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ix
a
α
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UV UV
X(δ)z
i
i
i
UV UV
τ
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UVUVτ
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
s r
r r
r r
a.a.K
b.N c.N ...
t∆.R tz∆.R
tzz∆.R ...
T
ǫ
γ
t.t∆
tz.tz∆
tzz.tzz∆
. . .
δ
(a)
≡
e
X(α)t τ
ix
a
α
tze
t
tz
e
UV UV
X(δ)z
i
i
i
UV UV
τ
x x
UVUVτ
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
s r
r r
r r
a.a.K
b.N c.N ...
t∆.R tz∆.R
tzz∆.R ...
T
t.a
tz.t∆
ǫ
γ
t.t∆
tz.tz∆
tzz.tzz∆
. . .
δ
(b)
τ
−−−→
e
X(α)t τ
ix
s
s
s
s
a
α
e e
tz i
i
t i
x x
τ
r
s r
r
s
s.u
s.v
r.u
r.v
a.a.K
b.N c.N ...
t∆.R tz∆.R
tzz∆.R ...
T
t.a
tz.t∆
ǫ
tz.aγ
t.t∆
tz.tz∆
tzz.tzz∆
. . .
δ
(c)
Fig. 7. Translation of the running example (a); marking transformation (b); and transition ring (). For larity, in (a,b),
all the direted ars annotated with s only are shown unannotated.
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translation is sound, meaning that, for every well-formed indexed π-expression A ⊢ P , its labelled transition
system ltsA⊢P is strongly bisimilar [Mil89℄ to the labelled transition system ltsPN(H) of the orresponding
rp-net. (Note that two labelled transition systems, lts and lts
′
, are strongly bisimilar if there is a relation B
on their states suh that the two initial states are in this relation and, for every pair (s, s′) ∈ B, the following
hold: (i) if (s, ℓ, r) is an ar in lts, then there is an ar (s′, ℓ, r′) in lts′ suh that (r, r′) ∈ B; and (ii) if (s′, ℓ, r′)
is an ar in lts
′
, then there is an ar (s, ℓ, r) in lts suh that (r, r′) ∈ B.)
Theorem 6.1. PN(H) is an rp-net with nitely many plaes, transitions and ars, suh that ltsA⊢P and
ltsPN(H) are strongly bisimilar transition systems.
Proof. We rst observe that PN(H) has nitely many plaes, transitions and ars. This follows from the
following fats: (i) the number of reursive denitions onsidered together with the indexed π-expression
A ⊢ P is nite; (ii) both the proess and the denitions have nite translations (the basi nets in gure 3
are all nite, the net operations preserve niteness and all the onsidered π-expressions are nite); and (iii)
the parallel omposition and soping operations preserve niteness.
We will now show that ltsA⊢P and ltsPN(H) are strongly bisimilar transition systems. In an outline, the result
is a onsequene of the following observations: Let us rst onsider eah omponent yielded by Phase I of
the translation.
• If we forget about the holder plaes, tag-plaes, transition labels and ar annotations (s and r), eah
rp-net is basially a Petri box and so we may import here some of the properties of the latter established
in [BDK99℄:
 The evolutions from the initial marking (with one blak token in eah entry plae) respet the 1-
safeness of the ontrol-ow plaes (i.e., at most one blak token is ever present on any plae), sine so
do the basi building bloks in gure 3. Moreover, sine there is no looping onstrut, eah transition
is red at most one.
 Prexing orresponds to the sequene operator so that the behaviour of the result mimis the Tau,
In and Out rules, up to the renaming mehanism sine the latter is taken are of by the merging of
the holder plaes.
 Choie oers a mutually exlusive seletion between two behaviours and thus mimis the Sum rule
and its symmetri ounterpart.
 Parallel omposition oers the behaviours of two operands in parallel and as suh mimis the Par
rule and its symmetri ounterpart.
• If we reintrodue the annotations (s and r) on the ontrol ow ars, the behaviours are the same as if
the blak tokens were replaed by tokens with some xed arbitrary olour σ, sine the same annotations
our in the input and output ars of eah transition.
• The reintrodution of the holder plaes and tag-plaes only adds onstraints to the basi omponents
and the ompound nets, so that the 1-safeness and unique ring properties are preserved.
All the tokens handled in the holder plaes of a omponent start with some σ. For eah possible σ, there
is at most one token starting with σ in the initial marking of eah holder plae. Then, if we only onsider
those tokens and the orresponding entry marking with a token σ in eah entry plae, the holder plaes
are 1-safe. Indeed, this is learly true in the initial marking. Moreover, the marking of a plae labelled β
may only be modied by a transition t oming from a sub-net derived as K(αβ), whih adds one token to
this plae. We then observe that by the well-formedness of A ⊢ P , there is at most one term of the kind
αβ in P and t will be exeuted at most one, and if there is indeed suh a term, then the plae labelled
β is initially empty.
• If we onsider the marking of the tag-plae during the evolutions of the translated net, we note that:
 No token ours twie (i.e., the plae is olour-safe).
 For any a ∈ C, there is either a token a.N, or a token of the form a.ξ.K for some ξ ∈ C ∪V∗R, where
V is the set of all hierarhial transitions.
 If there is a token a.a.K, then there is no token a.ξ.K with ξ 6= a.
 If there is a token a.ξ.K with ξ 6= a, then ξ ∈ V∗R and there is no token a.ξ′.K with ξ′ 6= ξ.
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 If there is a token ξ.R, then ξ ∈ V∗R;
 If there is a token ξ.N, then ξ ∈ C;
 If a token σ.ξ is present in a holder plae, then there is either a token ξ.R or a token a.ξ.K for some
a in the tag-plae.
The above properties of oloured tokens are all satised by the initial marking; moreover, they are all
preserved by the transitions tn, whih are the only ones whih are able to modify the marking of the
tag-plae (see gure 3).
• Similarly as 0, the rp-net K(0) annot exeute any ations.
• Together with the behaviour of sequene omposition (but inluding now the merging of the tag-plaes
and of the holder plaes with the same labels), we have the following for transitions used in nets being
translation of prexes:
 the only transition in K(τ) mimis the Tau rule.
 tn in K(αβ) mimis the Open rule.
 tk in K(αβ) mimis the Out rule.
 tn in K(αβ) mimis the In rule when b 6∈ A; b is then a new name and the merging of the holder
plaes β ensures the substitution {b/c}P .
 tk in K(αβ) mimis the In rule when b ∈ A; b is then a known name and the merging of the holder
plaes β ensures the substitution {b/c}P .
Let us now onnet the various omponents, through the Phase II and the marking equivalene. We may
observe that:
• Eah trail σ may only our in a single omponent: the empty trail ours in K(P) and σ = t1 . . . tn
ours in K(DX) if the label of tn is X(. . .); this results by indution, from the initial marking and the
marking equivalene.
• Eah omponent may be ativated at most one with some trail σ; this results by indution on the length
of the history: K(P) is ativated by the initial marking, and in an ativation under the trail σ, sine
eah transition (and in partiular, eah hierarhial transition) may be red one in the orresponding
proess net, the marking equivalene may only ativate one eah σt with t ∈ V. As a onsequene, there
is no onfusion amongst the various tokens irulating simultaneously in a single omponent. Hene, the
olour-safeness property.
• The marking equivalene mimis the ProDef rule. It also preserves the olour-safeness of the orre-
sponding proess net.
• The Com rule is simulated by the transitions obtained from the synhronisations between the transitions
labelled rcv and snd through the soping rule. Notie that, when a restrited name ω∆ has been opened
and is now known as c, the Com rule involves a pair of moves implying c while in the rp-net translation
the synhronisation involves ω∆; this is equivalent sine the orrespondene between ω∆ and c is unique.
Also, sine restrited name are not always opened, the various kinds of synhronisations (with known
and/or restrited names) are handled uniformly with the presented devie.
• The wiping out of the transitions tc at the end of our onstrution orresponds to the fat that unopened
restrited names may not our visibly, as speied by the Res rule; notie that, when u and v are known,
it is harmless to drop tc sine its visible (individual) eet is provided by tk.
The number of transitions of the rp-net PN(H) resulting from the translation is in the worst ase quadrati
in the size of H. Indeed, eah prex leads to at most three transitions (Phase I), and new transitions are
only added by soping through pairing of transitions labelled snd and rcv (Phase II). The same is not true of
the number of plaes in PN(H), whih an be exponential in the worst ase. The reason for this is that in a
hoie onstrut N1+N2 the number of e-plaes is the multiple of the numbers of the entry plaes in N1 and
N2. Hene, if the latter are greater than 1 (indiating that eah of the two rp-nets is a parallel omposition),
suessive appliations of hoie lead to exponentially many e-plaes. However, suh a situation is unlikely to
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happen in pratial appliations sine it orresponds to putting an arbitrary number of parallel sub-systems
in a mutually exlusive hoie. What is more, if hoie is only applied to sub-systems, whih do not start or
end with a parallel omposition, then the number of plaes in the rp-net PN(H) is linear in the size of H.
The above theorem yields a bisimilarity property between the labelled transition systems of the original
π-agents and their Petri net translations. That the result is not formulated in terms of isomorphism is due
to the amnesia feature of the Sum rule, omplemented by a similar phenomenon for the prex rules (Tau,
In and Out). The loss of the past in the prex rules is not essential by itself, sine it orresponds to the
progression of the ontrol ow token(s) in the orresponding net. However, when ombined with the Sum
rule, whih ompletely forgets the non-hosen branh, this may lead to unfortunate dierenes in the labelled
transition systems. Indeed, if we have a hoie between two branhes with a reahable ommon sux then,
after some time, the two branhes will lead to the same intermediate expression in the π-semantis, while
this never happens in the Petri net semantis, where the two branhes orrespond to two disjoint subnets,
hene to two dierent markings depending on whih branh has been hosen.
The proposed translation is also a onservative extension of that developed for the nite fragment of the
π-alulus in [DKK06b℄.
Theorem 6.2. If the indexed π-expression A ⊢ P is reursion-free (i.e., m = 0) then PN(H) is the same as
that in [DKK06b℄ up to some dead transitions and the suppression of all trails and trail variables.
Proof. If there are no reursive denitions, the only possible value for the trail variables (in the rings from
the reahable markings) is the empty sequene (and thus both trails and trail variables may be suppressed).
There is one more dierene between the two translations, namely the one presented in [DKK06b℄ only
merged snd and rcv transitions belonging to dierent branhes of a parallel omposition, while the one
presented here allows to merge any pair of snd and rcv transitions. The reason behind the urrent hoie is
that, in the general setting, ommuniation may our between transitions oming from the same parallel
omponent but ativated in parallel at dierent levels of reursion.
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While the nets obtained through our translation into rp-nets are nite (see Theorem 6.1), some of the plaes
have an innite marking (the tag plae and the holder plaes for restrited names in the proess denitions),
whih may not be adequate if we want to perform brute fore simulations or veriations.
The problem relating to the holder plaes for restrited names is easily solved. Indeed, instead of putting
initially all the possible tokens ω.ωςi(α) in the holder plaes for the restrited hannel names in the ith
proess denition, antiipating all possible proess ativations, we may leave them empty initially, and
introdue tokens of the kind σt.σt∆ in restrited holder plaes during the ativation of a proess net,
through a modiation of the marking equivalene (1):
M⊕Mσt ⊕M
σ.ξ
α ≡ M⊕M
σt
X ⊕M
σ.ξ
α ⊕M
σt.ξ
κ ⊕M
σt
X,R , (2)
where MσtX,R is the marking with a trailed hannel σt.σtςX (α) in eah holder plae orresponding to a
restrited name α of PX (with the same onditions and other notations as for formula (1)). This is innouous
sine, as notied above, no proess may be ativated twie with the same trail. For instane, in the rp-net for
the running example, the marking of the holder plae δ is onstant and eah token σ.σ∆ in it only beomes
hekable if we enter a proess instane orresponding to the trail σ.
For the problem relating to the tag plae, a loser examination reveals that only a nite number of tokens of
the tag-plae is relevant at any given stage of evolution: the N-tagged and R-tagged tokens may be dedued
from the K-tagged ones, whih are a nite number. Hene, the tag plae may be initialized with the tokens
a.a.K for eah initially known name a ∈ ς(H)∩C) only. During the exeutions, we shall get some more tokens
of the kind c.c.K or c.σ∆.K, with c ∈ C, σ being a trail and ∆ ∈ R, as new name beomes known; and the
set of the other, impliit, tokens may always be reonstruted from the expliit ones; indeed (see the proof
of Theorem 6.1), the missing σ∆.R tokens are all the ones for whih we do not have a token of the kind
c.σ∆.K in the tag plae; and the missing n.N tokens are all the ones for whih we do not have a n.n.K or
n.σ∆.K token in the tag plae.
8
It ould have been possible to add a hek as to when two dierent levels of reursion may be done in parallel, but this would
be a bit ompliated, it is not really neessary sine the extra transitions are dead, and more importantly this is not allowed
by the kind of high-level Petri nets onsidered here.
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Theorem 6.3. With the above proedure, all reahable markings are nite, and the behaviours are the
same as with the original (innite) marking.
Proof. The new initial marking is nite by denition. Eah transition ring and eah appliation of the
new marking equivalene preserve this niteness. Eah transition ring only (possibly) needs the tokens
available in the holder plaes at that time; for the tag-plae, the ondensed marking maintained in it allows
to reonstrut dynamially, on demand, the missing part, or more exatly the nite missing part needed by
the onsidered transition ring (if the latter is possible). As a onsequene, the same transitions as before
are enabled at eah step.
7. Related work
A rst paper dediated to giving a Petri net semantis for the π-alulus appears to be [Eng96℄. However, it
only onsiders the so-alled `small' π-alulus (without the hoie omposition) provided with the redution
semantis (addressing only the ommuniations between parallel omponents). Due to these limited aims, the
problem is greatly simplied as restritions may be managed syntatially (in fat, eliminated by renaming
the restrited names by fresh ones).
While not based on nets, [BoS95℄ already onsiders the ausality strutures of the π-alulus, and distin-
guishes strutural and link dependenies (the former mainly due to prexing and ommuniations, and the
latter due to extrusion). However, the authors only apture the rst kind of ausality in their semanti model,
while we have taken both of them into aount.
A graph-rewriting system is proposed in [MoP95℄ as a semanti model for a rather restrited fragment of
the π-alulus. This approah mainly addresses the onurreny feature of systems whereas we onentrated
here on their interleaving semantis, sine our aim was to show that our translation leads to nets with the
same sequential behaviour as that dened by the standard interleaving semantis of the π-alulus. One
of our immediate goals is to look at onurreny issues, and in this respet we may notie a fundamental
disrepany between our approah and [MoP95℄ in the handling of restrition. More preisely, [MoP95℄ allows
parallel opening for expressions like (νy)(xy|P |zy) by letting the ations xy and zy to our independently
(in parallel), while in our approah they must in some sense agree on their ommon exportation, so that
only one of them (hosen arbitrarily) is in fat an opening, the other one aepting the hoie already made.
The most frequently ited translation of π-terms into Petri nets is probably [BuG95℄, whih uses (low-level)
labelled Petri nets extended with inhibitor ars, while we use high-level nets with read-ars. Moreover, the way
ompositionality is obtained is dierent from that used in our approah. Indeed, the approah from [BuG95℄
proeeds by rst establishing a general infrastruture, with plaes orresponding to all the possible sequential
π-terms deorated with some oniting set, and to all possible restritions and onits, with all possible
transitions between those plaes. It then denes ompositionally the initial marking orresponding to eah
π-term (here, guarded reursions are allowed). As a onsequene, this always leads to a net with innitely
many plaes and transitions (but a nite initial marking); the net may be subsequently pruned by dropping
transitions and plaes never used in any possible evolution, whih may then yield a nite result, but the
translation is then also behavioural, and not purely ompositional.
The work on history-dependent automata (HD-automata) desribed by Montanari and Pistore in [MoP01℄
is not, stritly speaking, about translating π-alulus expressions into nets, but is important in our ontext
beause of the way it treats fresh and restrited hannel names. In HD-automata, states and ars ome
equipped with loal names together with expliit mappings (bindings) speifying whih of the loal names are
in fat the same. It is then possible to state, for example, whih of the names are free and the whole approah
an be seen as general way of handling names and name reation in an automata theoreti framework. In
this paper the way we handle names is rather similar. More preisely, we may regard holder plaes as playing
the role of loal variables, the tokens in holder plaes providing the urrent values of these variables, and
the tokens in the tag-plae speifying bindings between hannel names. Beause of that, one ould say that
our way of handling hannel names onstitutes a distributed implementation of the tehnique desribed
in [MoP01℄.
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α β
δ
e xsnds s
s.u,s.zα,δ s.vs.zα,δ
[α = δ]N1
Fig. 8. Illustration of a possible translation of the math onstrut.
8. Final remarks and onlusion
In this paper, we introdued a ompositional translation (i.e., one where the onstrution of a resulting net is
driven by the syntati struture of a π-alulus expression, with net omposition operators orresponding to
the proess algebra operators) of general π-alulus proess expressions into nite high-level Petri nets. The
reader might have notied that the proposed translation does not mention the standard mathing onstrut
of the π-alulus. The reason for this is that it an be added into the proposed approah almost for free,
as outlined below
9
, and we strived to keep our presentation as simple as possible.
The mathing onstrut [c = d]P has a simple semantis, whih means that it is equivalent to P if, at
the point of its exeution, c and d are equal, and otherwise it is bloked (i.e., equivalent to the 0 proess).
Inorporating suh a onstrut in the proposed translation is straightforward. The basi idea is to take,
during Phase I of our translation, the rp-net N orresponding to P and, for every transition t whose all
input ontrol ow plaes are inluded in
◦N , add two read ars to onnet t with the holder plaes γ, δ
orresponding to c and d. The labels of these two read ars are the same, but they depend on the label λ
of the ars onneting ontrol ow plaes with t. (It may be shown that, during Phase I, if a transition is
onneted to many ontrol ow plaes, whih may our from an appliation of hoies, all the orresponding
ars have the same label, s or r; this is no longer true after Phase II.) If λ = s then we label the read ars
with s.zγ,δ, and if λ = r then the label we use is the annotation r.zγ,δ, where zγ,δ is a new kind of hannel
variable (Figure 3 gives the meaning of s and r). Figure 8 illustrates this onstrution for a math applied
to the net N1 from Figure 3. Moreover, the denition of the marking equivalene has to be adjusted so that
two markings are equated only if the orresponding hierarhial transition is not prevented by the read ars
from being exeuted. Hene, Formula (1) beomes
M⊕Mσt ⊕M
σ.ζ
α,z ≡ M⊕M
σt
X ⊕M
σ.ζ
α,z ⊕M
σt.ξ
κ , (3)
where Mσ.ζα,z is the marking with one trailed hannel σ.ζβ in eah holder plae β whih is onneted to the
onsidered hierarhial transition (note that a hierarhial transition may now be onneted, through read
ars, to holder plaes) or whih belongs to the family {αi|i = 1, 2, . . . , nX} of atual parameters (or both),
with ζβ = ξi if β = αi (so that ξi = ξj if αi = αj) and ζβ = ζδ if there is a term s.zβ,γ or r.zβ,γ in the
annotations on the read ars for the hierarhial transition (so that ζδ = ξi if β = αi). Formula (2) should
be modied similarly for the handling of nite markings.
In general, Petri nets provide an expliit representation of onurreny and ausality in a system's om-
putations, in the form of their step sequene or ourrene net semantis (f. [BeD93℄). In this paper, we
foused on the interleaving semantis of rp-nets (aptured through the labelled transition systems) sine the
standard semantial model of the π-alulus is based on sequenes of exeutions. Having said that, it would
not be a diult exerise to dene step sequenes of rp-nets, and so indiretly a step sequene semantis of
π-alulus expressions.
To a large extent, our work on the translation of π-alulus to Petri has been motivated by a desire to
bring Petri net based veriation tehniques developed for Petri nets to the realm of proess algebras for
mobility. In partiular, we aim at applying unfolding-based model heking tehniques to the veriation of
π-alulus speiations. Therefore, the next step is to inorporate the translation desribed in this paper
into suitable omputer aided tools, suh as Pep [GrB96℄ or Punf [Kho03℄, to allow the veriation and
9
The same is not true for the `mismath' onstrut, at least in the framework used here; fortunately, while the math is usually
onsidered as an integral part of the π-alulus, the mismath is often pereived as an optional additional feature.
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simulation of π-alulus speiations using tehniques found in the Petri net domain. For the nite fragment
of the π-alulus this has already been done in [KKN06℄. The starting point was an existing ompositional
translation from a nite fragment of the π-alulus into a lass of high-level Petri nets desribed in [DKK06b℄.
A prototype tool based on this theoretial translation and an existing eient unfolder and verier [Kho03℄
was then developed. Experimental results reported in [KKN06℄ provide a diret support of the laim that by
translating π-alulus speiations into a suitable domain of high-level Petri nets one may get an eient
model heking tehnique for the behavioural veriation of mobile systems. In partiular, it has been found
that the prototype tool outperforms the MobilityWorkbenh [Mob2007℄ by several orders of magnitude
on a range of salable ase studies.
The main onlusion reahed in [KKN06℄ was that the translation proposed in [DKK06b℄ addresses well
those aspets of the state explosion problem whih are ontributed by the highly onurrent nature of
mobile systems. A natural step forward is to extend the results to the full translation from the π-alulus
desribed in this paper, followed by a thorough omparison with other existing tools in this area. Note also
that we onsider the ost of transforming a π-alulus proess into an rp-net negligible in pratie as the
ases when the translation is non-low-polynomial are very rare in pratie.
There are two remaining implementation problems whih still need to be takled. The rst is eieny
when dealing with fresh names when ommuniating with the environment. We expet that this issue an be
handled in a way similar to that used, for example, in the HD-automata [MoP01℄. The seond implementation
problem is a proper handling of reursion in proess behaviour. Here we feel that a dierent tehnique ould
provide a satisfatory solution. Intuitively, what one needs is a method of abstrating from the identity of
parallel thread identiers (whih in rp-nets are represented by the trailed hannels).
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